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Abstract 
We define * «V-dependeot linear functional operator, fij. which solves 

the problem of quantisation ia aon-relativistic quantum mechanics. Weyl 
ordering is implemented automatically and permits derivation of many 
of the quantum to classical correspondences. The parameter A presents a 
natural C" deformation of the dynamical •tincture of quantum mechanics 
via * new family of noa-Unearintegro-diftereatial Generalised Schrodinger 
equations: 

. * A W = A,(*;A)|*>. 

The case Q^ yields standard linear quantum mechanics wlule Q^ gives 
a remarkable Classical Schrodinger Equation admitting an infinite family 
of soliton solutions. We exhibit ull of these solutions and show that this 
equation gives an exact dynamic and energetic reproduction of classical 
mechanics with the correct measurement theoretic Limit. It in fact models 
exact classical mechanics via Louis de Broglie's dream of a double solution. 

1 Introduction 
Thts paper reports some new and quite elementary results that we believe must 
lie at the very heart of the connection between classical and quantum mechanics. 
In view of the rather lateral path that led the author to the discoveries reported 
herein, and in the interests of rapid communication, we shall make minimal 
reference to the vast literature that surrounds the subject of our investigation. 
Nor shall we describe the remarkable deductive pathway that led quite directly 
to our results. Both of these omissions shall be rectified in later publications. 

Our work appears in the spirit of de Broglie[l]. It is inspired by the early 
work of Dirac[2,3], but evolved purely from a single geometric picture that grew 
cut of our parallel measurement theoretic research[4) coupled with thinking 
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stimulated by a single prescient paper <f Klauder[5j. The work potentially 
opens up a vast new territory of quantal dynamical systems research. It shows 
that quantum chaos certainly exists within a dynamical system that contains 
standard quantum mechanics. Furthermore, our result appears to lie within 
the recently elaborated formal scheme of Wcinberg(6]. However, this work both 
solves a sixty year old problem and has obvious physical application, both for 
phenomenological model building, and as a theoretical guide to some potentially 
exciting new physics at the boundary of the quantal and classical domains. 

2 Quantization 
Consider any classical phase space function / (q ,p) of n-degrees of freedom. 
Quantization of this phase space function amounts to application of the following 
\p dependent linear functional operator: 

{ " 8 8 1 

The dom&in of this map is any region of phase space where / (q ,p) is analytic, 
its range the set of quantal operators. The domain of the resulting quantal 
operator proves to be precisely the set of all ^ such that the numerical values of 
the expectation values (q\)+ and (p»)i> lie in an analytic domain of the initial 
classical function / (q ,p) . 

The linear operator (1) is to be understood as a formal power series. The e-
number operators So* and 5p* merely differentiate the classical function / (q , p), 
with the understanding that the derivatives of this function are to be evaluated 
in a V> dependent way at the quantal expectation values (q~k)+ and {p*}*-

In expanding the exponential da* and dp* are considered to commute with 
f* and pi, where the latter obey the usual canonical commutation relations for 
a quantal system of n-degrees of freedom. However, note that the c-number 
derivatives need not be taken to commute with one another so that non-analytic 
behaviour such as d*pf(q,p) ^ 9'ff(q,p) is also catered for. 

Because the qj and pj do not commute, the generalised Taylor series implict 
in (1) should not have like order terms collected. This is the source of its 
important Weyl-ordering property. An example will suffice. 

Consider the one dimensional generalised classical harmonic oscillator: 

tf<(«,P) = j ( V + » « + •*') . 

Applying (1) we obtain 

H,(q,P) = <2* o Hc(q,p) = i(op» + b/2\pq + qp) + cq7). 
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The 4' dependence of the result has disappeared. This may he understood via 
thf dorp observation of VVrirrstraw that analytic fund ions can be considered 
as a family of power series whose totality comprises the analytic function and 
whose consistency of definition requires only that the individual members of that 
family should share continuously connected overlapping domains of agreement 
The construction of the full quantal operator therefore amounts to a kind of 
analytic continuation in the wave function V\ with reference to the analytic 
domain of the starting classical function via the expectation values of each \i' so 
considered. 

The above we believe to be a new result. It recovers linear quantum me
chanics in a manner that avoids ad hoc quantisation rules; agrees with the stan
dard canonical quantisation prescription[2,8j; defines the well behaved operator 
derivatives 

^ - = C * o ^ l and ^ t = < 2 * o ^ i ; 
dpk dp 4 dq* dqk' 

generalises Dirac's quantum canonical transformations^]; defines commutators 
in terms of the classical derivatives; shows that classical Poisaon brackets are 
first order approximations to the quantal commutators and defines a natural 
quantised operator Poisson bracket[9]. 

3 Deformed Quantization 
Let us now introduce the A-deformed and renormalized operator: 

Qi s i e x p j £ X ( q k - <v*>*)^ + HPk - < P * > * ) ^ } + (1 - j)i (2) 

This is to be understood in exactly the same manner as (1). However, for A ^ 1 
the properties of (1) as a Taylor series are destroyed. In general, (2) produces 
a v dependent quantization prescription: 

Moreover, it is clear that this happens in a smooth fashion and yields an entirely 
natural and in ifinitely different table deformation of the dynamical structure of 
quantum mechanics. 

4 The Generalised Schrodinger Equation 
Application of the deformed rule (2) now produces a new family of non-linear 
integro-differential equations, which family we elect to call The Generalised 
Schrcdinger Equation. 
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To the classical Mamiltonian //,(q,p) we apply Q$ to obtain 

W,(,M) = e$o// ( (q,p), 
and its Generalised Schrodinger Equation 

ih^W = / / , (*; A)|V). (3) 

A precursorial forma] structure into which (3) appears to fall has been given 
recently by Weinberg[6). 

Significantly, A is a mathematically free parameter, though if this is new 
physics then its value in any physical situation doubtless includes n in dimen-
sionless combination with other parameters. 

The family (3)incorporates the following physically plausible features: a 
state dependent energy behaviour in the non-linear regi-ne (A ^ 1), unitary 
but non distance preserving dynamics, true quantum chaos and representation 
independent physical predictions. As noted by numerous authors[6,12] the final 
condition is vital to the survival of symmetry as a physical principle. 

Note that the «>-dependence of / / ( (VN A) enters in this care purely via the 
representation independent quantities: (cj)» and {p% This coupled with the fact 
that the dynamical generator is Hermitian ensures that we have a ^-dynamics 
that is at all times unitary and norm preserving, but one that does not in general 
preserve the natural quanta] metric distance[13J: 

<!WiW.W0)5i-l(«.(0W0)l!. 
It follows that the superposition principle is no longer valid in the regime A / 1. 
This factor may well require careful consideration when attempting to construct 
a dynamics for non-seperable systems[12]. 

True quantum chaos is now indicated as the sensitive dependence of wave-
function trajectories upon wavefunction initial conditions[10j. We shall now 
exhibit such chaotic wavefunction dynamics in the case A = 0, which we call the 
Classical Schrodinger Equation. 

5 The Classical Schrodinger Equation 
In coordinate representation the Classical Schrodinger equation corresponds to 
a nonlinear first order integro-differential equation. For the one dimensional 
classical Hamiltonian: 

/Mv.P) = £ ; + V(*), 
It has the explicit form 
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whm* of course (q) and (/>) must at all hews satisfy the relations 

9<."U. ()«'(?. 0<r~<? and (P) = / '^t'(q.t)^(q^)dq 

Such an equation is rather difficult to solve in general Here are alt of its 
solutions: 

where i>o(?) belongs to the infinite family of square integrable and differentiable 
wsvefunctions whose expectation values for both position and momentum op
erators are equal to tero. The phase factor is 

*>-sjf[Hw.^-<•>->)-fi-H* (6) 

To explain how (5) provides an infinite family of solutions we must point out that 
the terms (q) and (p) are time dependent parameters that enforce the functional 
evolution of ^(q, (). The required values of these parameters are obtained at all 
times by solving the purely classical equation 

la addition, due to the special form of (5) these parameters will always cor
respond to the required expectation values. In this way (4) realises Louis de 
Broglie'a dream of the double solution[l]. 

In order to prove the above one simply substitutes (5) into (4). Taking 
real and imaginary parts of the resulting equation, one can then derive (7) as 
an essential consistency requirement. Any ifo($) will do, so that (4) actually 
admits an infinite family of non-dispersive soli ton solutions that precisely follow 
the trajectories of the classical Hamiltonian evaluated upon that trajectory, a 
highly desirable version of Ehrenfest's theorem which one cannot derive from 
linear quanta! rnechanics[8,U]. The proof that (5) generates all of the solutions 
we shall present elsewhere. 

We remark that the Q^ harmonic oscillator has a zero point energy, whereas 
the Qj version does not and A interpolates between the two. The existence of 
two possible quantisations in this case was commented upon a long time ago by 
Klauder[5j, who appears to have been the first to encounter a manifestation of 
deformed quantization 

6 Phase Anholonomy Effects 
The phase (6) includes an Aharanov-Anandan[14] contribution such that the 
total value upon closed classical trajectories is numerically equal to the classical 
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action[3] Moreover, the geometric component of the (2^ phase corresponds pre
cisely to the abbreviated action upon closed classical trajectories. This injects 
a natural quantal geometric phase into classical mechanics and suggests that 
these phases are the natural action variables of integrable quantal dynamics[9] 

Indeed for clostd circuits T of a C j quantised n^degree of freedom classical 
system this geometric phase can be expressed in terms of the first Poincare 
integral invariant of classical mechan»ca[7j as the simple expression 

One now understands Einstein's version[15] of the old Bohr-Sommerfcld quan
tization condition to be a constraint upon the geometric phase It becomes clear 
that to the fii quantised ntegrable n-degree of freedom classical system there 
are n geometric phase actions fj associated with the natural wave function evo
lution about a functional torus parametrised by (q) and (p). The values of these 
phases are obtained from (8) via integration upon the n irreducible contours of 
the classical n-torus which (q) and (p) explore[7]. 

Note that (4) will exhibit regions of chaotic wavefunction dynamics for any 
classically chaotic Hamiltonian system. 

7 Energy and Measurement Theory 
One can readily verify that the Cj quantised version of classical mechanics 
yields precisely the correct classical energy at all times where this is encoded in 
the expectation value form: 

#«(«,p,<) = W0l#iW0;0)W0)- 0) 
Such a quantal model of classical mechanics therefore amounts to a conservative 
theory, just as one would expect. However, this is classical mechanics with a 
difference. It has a constrained measurement theory. 

The n —• 0 limit does not change the dynamical behaviour of the equation 
(4). It is no more nor less than a rescaling of phase space. What it does change 
is the quantum measurement theory. For instance, a simple argument based 
upon the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle (Ai^fAp)' > n ! /4 shows that we 
might only expect to follow features of a wavefunction trajectory that are large 
in comparison to a confidence region A of area: 

/ dpAdq~h. 

More exotic arguments based upon modern quantum measurement theory yield 
essentially the same conclusion[16,17] 
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8 Conclusion 
The functional operator Q^ has the characteristic aesthetic appeal of a most nat
ural and beautiful mathematical formalism. There is clearly considerable scope 
for its extension. The Generalised Schrbdinger Equation provides a sharp spur 
towards the general development of the theory of integro-dirTerential equations. 
Perturbative studies in A and the investigation of physically coupled dynamics 
in A are indicated[l&]. Mathematically such studies offer the exciting prospect of 
a search for natural functional attructors. which would have important physical 
repercussions 

In this, a physical paper, we are more directly and vitally concerned with the 
interpretation of A. In view of the very natural appearance of this dimensiontess 
number we suggest that it encapsulates the degree to which a quanta! system 
may back react upon its environment. It is then entirely plausible that the 
energy should be ^-dependent. 

One obvious place to took for empirical verification that A need not be 
unity concerns the rather curious success of classical mechanics in explaining 
certain features of the microwave ionisation spectroscopy of Rydberg states 
in atomic hydrogen[20,21J. One might envisage noolinearity entering into this 
phenomenon due to the very high order photon processes involved. A second 
place to look is the observed nonlinear polarisation dynamics of optical beams 
traversing media of significant third order nonlinear susceptibility[22,23]. It is 
suggested that A would appear here as an appropriate ratio of the linear and 
nonlinear susceptibilities. A general search for such quantal two state nonlinear 
dynamics is indicated. 

Measurement theoretic tools for the detection of nonlinear quantal dynamics 
are reported in[18]. On this note we might add that the measurement theoretic 
consequences of a workable quantal nonlinearity are profound and may lead 
to some unexpected results when coupled with current research into nonlinear 
dynamics. 
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